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Abstract 

An approach to determining the performance of the organization at all stages of the implementation of its strategy is offered. In addition, 
conditions for the formation of the stable functioning of an enterprise are provided with consideration of the managerial actions leading to 
prosperity, survival and death of the organization. 
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1 Background 

The present study focuses on evidence-based selection of 
the best ways to develop the organization in a changing 
setting of the external market [1]. A bet on validity allows 
not only to strengthen the organization’s position, but also 
to find leverage on pricing tools [2]. Possessing unique 
levers of control, the organization ensures the 
implementation of the strategy over the entire distance 
towards achieving particular strategic goals [3]. 

During the implementation of the strategy, the 
requirements for integration into the market contradict the 
methodological provisions of the organization of entry. It is 
a question of alignment of external requirements with 
internal standards of development of skills in solving 
complex organizational issues. Such coordination is carried 
out on the basis of performance measurement tools [4]. 

The subject of the problem is disclosed in the following 
wording: “It is impossible to develop a strategy in the 
absence of means of evaluating its effectiveness”. Another 
research problem is the lack of means of determining the 
status of the authentic organization. 

Knowledge of the problem allows you to highlight the 
object of study, a set of instruments that allow to form a 
system for managing strategy implementation for the entire 
period of its effectuation [4].  

2 Problem Statement  

The aim of the study is to justify the mechanism for 
managing the formation and realization of strategy in the 
integrated environment. 

In accordance with the goal, the following objectives 
were formulated: 

• to identify the best ways of development of the 
organization in the changing external market 
environment and identify the key factors influencing 
this process; 

• to present the system of strategic management of a 

business organization as well as the content and 
purpose of a development strategy, and to determine 
the main factors affecting its choice; 

• to establish a system of the tools necessary for strategic 
management of the organization during integration; 

• to justify the formation mechanism of management 
and implementation of the strategy. 

The solution of these problems occurs through the use of 
system-structural and abstract-logical research methods, 
which allow to study information and scientific sources along 
with the experience of leading enterprises, make theoretical 
generalizations and draw the appropriate conclusions. 

3 Research findings 

The approach which was developed, that is introduction of 
a management mechanism for the implementation of the 
organization’s development strategy in the context of 
integration, allows to increase the efficiency of activities in 
the competitive market using a combination of competitive 
advantages and timely response to opportunities and threats 
of the external environment. 

Any enterprises have two fundamental options for a 
development strategy, internal and external development. 
Internal development requires intensive growth based on the 
introduction of innovative technologies and enterprise 
management approaches that can ensure that they achieve 
better results in their field of activity compared to 
competitors. And external development, provides for the 
development of the enterprise through integration and 
diversification. At the same time, the size of the enterprise 
does not particularly affect the process of developing a 
development strategy and tools that are used for this. The 
specifics of the strategies will be shaped by the fact that 
small-sized enterprises operate in limited market niches, 
narrowing the range of possible strategic decisions. A set of 
possible strategies comes down to concentrating efforts, 
maintaining competitive advantages, building up efforts or 
eliminating them and reorienting to other market niches. In 
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this case, the main goal of vertical integration is to increase 
efficiency, and horizontal - the expansion of market power. 

As studies have shown, the use of this mechanism 
ensures the identification of reserves in all areas of activity. 

In such way, favorable conditions for warning about 
possible problems are created that stimulate managers to 
implement solutions to improve coordination of their 
actions and increase working efficiency. 
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